1. According to the text, what is induced demand?

A. An idea that contradicts a widespread belief that congestion is the result of road building
B. A phenomenon that is rarely taken into account when road systems are being planned
C. A theory that is understood by city planners and has affected their traditional solutions to traffic congestion
D. A concept that can be mitigated by educating consumers about the potential effects

2. Which choice most logically completes the text?

A. None of the tribes would qualify for restoration funding with the Supreme Court’s ruling.
B. Only the tribes that have the funding and resources to prove eligibility would benefit.
C. Most tribes would still be eligible for restoration funding, but those who do not qualify would lose all their assets.
D. The tribes that do not receive government funding will resent those that qualify, resulting in conflict.

3. Which choice completes the text so that it conforms to the conventions of Standard English?

A. spend
B. spent
C. will spend
D. had spent
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4. | In 1964, Terry Riley composed *In C*, a minimalist piece of music consisting of 53 short melodic phrases that can be played by any number of instruments. The musicians are instructed to move through the phrases at their own pace, repeating each phrase as many times as they _____ the music can last anywhere from twenty minutes to several hours.  
   | 4. Which choice completes the text so that it conforms to the conventions of Standard English?  
   |   A. like,  
   |   B. like and  
   |   C. like  
   |   D. like;  |
| 5. | Giacomo Puccini, the renowned Italian composer of operas such as *La Bohème* and *Tosca*, is known for his ability to blend traditional Italian melodies with contemporary harmonies. His opera *Madama Butterfly*, which tells the story of a tragic love affair between an American naval officer and a young Japanese _____ a memorable aria called "Un bel di, vedremo" that is often performed as a standalone piece.  
   | 5. Which choice completes the text so that it conforms to the conventions of Standard English?  
   |   A. woman. Features  
   |   B. woman features  
   |   C. woman, features  
   |   D. woman; features  |
| 6. | Food critic Gael Greene provided a glowing review of a New York restaurant dishing up French cuisine, asserting that the taste and texture of the food on the plate _____ the head chef's skill and attention to detail.  
   | 6. Which choice completes the text so that it conforms to the conventions of Standard English?  
   |   A. reflect  
   |   B. reflects  
   |   C. has reflected  
   |   D. is reflecting  |